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Knife Cold Steel Drop Forged Hunter

Category:

Product ID: 36M
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 105.00 EUR
Availability: In stock

See it in our store.

While on a research trip in Argentina, Cold Steel President Lynn C Thompson had the pleasure of using a solid steel
hunting knife by French knifemaker Michel Achez. He was incredibly impressed by Monsieur Achez's knife, which was
both simple in design and astonishingly functional. Inspired by Michel's work (and with his blessing) Lynn began
exploring how to bring this classic hunter to a larger audience. The Drop Forged Hunter is expertly heat treated and drop
forged from 52100 High Carbon steel with a Rockwell Hardness of 58-59 for superior toughness. Its continuously curved,
super-wide blade is both sharp and strong, designed to put in great work in even the most demanding conditions. With no
handle to break or no superfluous parts to rot, crack or get damaged in the field, the Wilderness Hunter is a no-nonsense
hard-working outdoor / hunting knife and survival tool. Its ergonomic handle, with its integral finger guard deep
comfortable trough and lanyard hole, offers a very secure and comfortable grip even when wearing thick, heavy
workman's gloves. Supplied with a thick, traditional leather sheath, the Wilderness Hunter is sure to be appreciated and
valued by real hunters who will marvel as its performance and value for money.

Product parameters:
• Blade length: 10,3 cm
• Total length: 22 cm
• Blade thickness: 5 mm
• Weight: 225 g
• Scabbard: leather
• Steel: 52100
• Hardness: 58-59 HRC

Movie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I334FQimQqU

Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords and other edged weapons and tools, all products are made of best
available materials. Company was founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C. Thompson. The company's products
include fixed blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes, tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and other
martial arts–related items.WWW.SW
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